CONDUIT TERMINATION

**DETAIL A**

- No. 9A Pull Box
- Concrete Barrier
- Watch Deck Overhang
- Geocomposite Drain

**SECTION A-A**

- Conduit to be installed at location that does not conflict with guard railing
- Top of deck or roadway
- End of wingwall or structure

**DETAIL I**

- Conduit to be installed at location that does not conflict with guard railing
- For installation, see
  - No. 9A Pull Box
  - Concrete Barrier
  - Structure Approach

**CONDUIT TERMINATION**

- Concrete Barrier
- STYROFOAM
- Structure Approach

**SIDE VIEW**

- Conduit to be installed at location that does not conflict with guard railing
- Top of bridge fill
- Finishing grade

**TOP VIEW**

- Railing
- Bridge deck
- Hinge point of bridge fill
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